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A MOATED SITE AT MOAT FARM,
LEIGH, KENT
i. H. PARFITT, B.Sc. (ECON.)
Approximately one-third of a moated area at Leigh, near Tonbridge, in
Kent, has been excavated, to reveal evidence of two medieval timberframed houses of simultaneous occupation. The finds from both
buildings date the occupation to the late-thirteenth and early-fourteenth
centuries, after which the site appears to have been abandoned. The
relatively narrow time-band of occupation and the absence of later
extraneous material provide a useful closed series of artifacts.

THE SITE

Leigh lies on the southern edge of the Wealden Clay belt, still densely
forested at the time of the occupation of the site although with
substantial clearances along the margins. South of the village lie the
northern outcrops of Tunbridge Wells Sandstone and, theflood-plainof
the Medway.
The site is at the eastern end of the village, 700 m. from the church. It
is a rectangular moated enclosure (N.G.R. TQ 556466) with a SW-NE
axis of 60 m. and a width of approximately 30 m. (Fig. 2). The moat,
6 m. wide, is stillfilledwith water. There are now no permanent buildings
on the site and no evidence of buildings since medieval times has been
found. Until recently, the land was an orchard; it contains a herring-bone
of land drains, probably laid in the nineteenth century.
Occasional dredgings of the moat have been deposited on the site.
With the exception of the south-western causeway and the dam on the
eastern side, which are modern, it is reasonable to assume that the layout
of the moat is substantially as it was originally although the position of
the original entrance has not yet been positively identified. Stone footings
are reported to exist in the moat at the western corner, which gives the
most direct access to the village.
Within the vicinity of the village there are two other known moated
sites - neither as well preserved as the Moat Farm site and both with
substantial later buildings in situ - one at Leigh Park Farm (N.G.R. TQ
535477) and the other on the site of the old vicarage, which was
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Fig. I. The Location of the Site within the Village of Leigh and of the other
principal Sites mentioned in the Text

probably built as late as I353,1 closer to the village centre (N.G.R. TQ
550466).
To the immediate south of the moated area is a complex of buildings,
including two seventeenth-century barns and the house called Great
Barnetts, which was the farmhouse until earlier this century. This house
1
Hasted, History of the County of Kent, quotes that in 1353 John de Shepey, Bishop
of Rochester, ordained a vicarage at Leigh and with 'a hall, with two chambers, a kitchen,
a stable, and one curtilage - all to be such as befits the vicar's position'.
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is sixteenth-century in its present form, although the name 'Bernette' ('a
place cleared by burning') in this immediate vicinity can be traced back
as early as 1283.2 The date is interesting since it is likely from the
evidence found that the moated site was occupied at that time, and it
suggests that this was the name of the site which was later transferred
50 m. south-west to the site of the present house when the moated area
was abandoned, probably some time in the first half of the fourteenth
century. If so, it is not strictly a case of desertion but of transference,
perhaps because of increasing dampness of the site.
THE EXCAVATIONS

For ease of description, the narrower sides of the moated enclosure and
buildings aligned with them are described as the northern and southern
sides and the longer sides as the eastern and western, even though they
are not precisely at the prime points of the compass.
Exploration in the early 1960s revealed a scatter of potsherds from
about 1300 and, subsequently, the stone footings of a building (Building
'B') in the east-central area of the enclosure. This report relates primarily
to work carried out from 1966 to 1969, viz: the re-excavation of Building
'B' to determine its exact position and characteristics, without extending
the area previously uncovered (Fig. 2); and the excavation of the
northern end of the site, where the footings of another building (Building
'A') were found. The finds from both areas were alike in period and type
and the two buildings were apparently contemporary. Probing in other
parts of the enclosure suggests that further buildings remain to be
uncovered.
The northern area was excavated on a 10-ft.-square grid-system, with
a trial square of 3 ft. in the corner of each larger square. The work was
restricted by poor drainage and when the land came to be required again
for agricultural use the full extent of the footings had been uncovered,
but much of the interior of Building 'A' remained unexcavated.3 At the
eastern end of this building, where the present surface is lowest, the
footings had been almost totally removed; elsewhere, they varied in
depth from 30-55 cm. and were thus only a little below normal ploughdepth. Ploughing, land-drainage and fruit-cultivation ensured that
2
J. K. Wallenberg, The Place-names of Kent, Uppsala, 1934,84-5, refers to the estate
as 'Bernette' in 1283 (Registrum Roffense, ed. Thorpe (1761), 462: ten acres granted by
Stephen of Penchester) and 1324 (Cal. Close Rolls. 1323-7, 124: one carucate and a
messuage acquired by Thomas Culpeper from Richard Wyth in 1320-1), as 'Barnette' in
1381, as 'Bernetsgrove' or similar m 1407,1408 and 1414, as 'Bernetts' in 1525 (will of
Roger Lewknor). This suggests a continuity of name from the period of the excavated site
to that of the present house.
3
Detailed site plans of the areas excavated and most of the finds from the site are
deposited at Maidstone Museum.
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undisturbed deposits were limited. Thus, tile-fragments were scattered
through 30 cm. of soil, but below this level they lay horizontal, often to a
depth of 15 cm., presumably as they had originally fallen. Immediately
below them lay the medieval occupation-level, usually with small
sandstone fragments in the surface and a thin burnt layer.
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Fig. 2. The moated Site, Moat Farm, Leigh.

Building 'A'
The footings lay parallel with the northern and eastern edges of the moat,
at approximately 4«5 m. from these margins. Their apparent width,
30 cm. or less, indicates the ground-walls of a timber-framed structure:
the plan indicates a hall. The situation, at the opposite point from the
presumed entrance to a moated site, and with the 'high' end nearer to
one lateral arm of the moat, is fairly typical (Fig. 2).
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BUILDING 'A'
S. E. RIGOLD, M.A. F.S.A. F.R.Hist.S.

The plan may be recovered with fair probability, and it takes its place, to
go no further afield, among several ground-wall-plans of timber-framed
halls from the late-thirteenth and early-fourteenth centuries, excavated
within ditched or moated sites in the east Weald and its surrounding
hills: almost complete at Joyden's Wood, near Bexley,4 and at Pivington,
near Pluckley,5 ill-recorded at Scadbury, Chislehurst,6 and recently
excavated at Bodiam7 and Alsted (Netheme) in Merstham,8 both outside
Kent. The twofirst-namedprovide the most useful comparisons.
Plan (Fig. 3)
This was regularly laid out, with an overall breadth of 6-3-6-6 m.
(21-22 ft.) in three bays, measuring from the west 4-5 m. (15 ft.), 5-1 m.
(17 ft.) and 3-0 m. (10 ft.) respectively, on the long axis of the building.
On the south side there is clear evidence of a wide (at least I m.) door,
with a shallow slot in the stones, suggesting, rather exceptionally, a
timber threshold. It is less obvious that there was a door on the north
and no traces of speres have been found (unlike Pivington), but there is
little doubt that there was a cross-passage at the west end of the central
compartment. It follows that the western bay was the 'low', or 'service',
end, and the central, or both the others, the hall. To what degree the two
eastern bays were separated will be discussed below. Outside the south
passage-door were some worn, flat stones, perhaps remains of a more
extensive paving, but possibly indicating a porch. Joyden's Wood
certainly had a porch, as befitted its grander scale; Pivington did not and
neither, probably, did Leigh. At the south-east angle the lateral wall
continued for a few feet on a set-back line, probably indicating a narrow
garderobe at this point, as, more clearly, at Joyden's Wood.
At Pivington the house was of almost identical width with that at
Leigh, but slightly shorter (ll-8m./39ft. as against 12-8 m./42ft.,
omitting the garderobe), high-end compartment reduced to a narrow
outshot. Joyden's Wood was half as large again - nearly 9 m. (30 ft.)
* P. J. Tester and J. E. L. Caiger, 'Medieval Buildings in Joyden's Wood', A rch. Cant.,
Ixxii
(1)58), 18-40.
s
Arch. Cant., brxvii (1962), 27-47.
* Roughly dug in the 1920s; dimensions only preserved because another, demolished
hall,
of same size, was tailored to be re^rected on the site.
7
Explored in 1961 (Med. Arch., vi-vii (1962—3), 334) was recently re-excavated by D.
Martin.
8
Excavated by Miss L. Ketteringham: Research Vol. of the Surrey Arch. Soc. No. 2
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Fig. 3. Plan of the Excavations of Building 'A', showing the Footings for the Timber Frame.
(Shaded stones are padstones to take uprights.)
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wide, and 18 m. (60 ft.) overall, with a hall clearly of two bays, and the
hearth close to the high-end wall. At Leigh, the hearth may have been in
a similar position, if the eastern bay was partitioned off; there is some
evidence of surface-burning and a possible remaining hearthstone in this
position.
Wall-Structure and Reconstruction
The ground-walls, of Tunbridge Wells sandstone, comprise two types of
stone: A. large stones, often 0-5 m. or more across, at least 15 cm. (6 in.)
thick, laid with their upper surfaces horizontal and not varying in level
by more than 15 cm. throughout the building; B. small, irregular rubble,
filling the intervals between the large stones and, where preserved to full
height, rising 10-15 cm. above the top of the larger stones.
At Pivington, the ground-walls are of ragstone and rather higher, but
there are similar large stones, not more than six in all and set in the
transverse walls at a specified distance from the side-walls. At Joyden's
Wood, the walls, of mixed flint and chalk, were much decayed, and no
large stones are shown on the published plan. The large stones are
'padstones' to carry structural posts and the ground-walling indicates an
archaic form of framing of which it allows an unusually full reconstruction. In this form the feet of the posts carry appreciably below the soleplates, which are 'interrupted' by them and tenoned into their sides. The
more elevated intervening walls, of smaller stones, form an underpinning,
which may have been packed-in beneath the plates after the frame was
assembled.
All the quoin-stones at Leigh had been removed, presumably because
they were re-usable padstones, except that at the junction with the
suspected garderobe, and there were significant gaps in the middle of the
north and south sides of the central (hall) compartment. Two padstones
occur on the line of the division between the central and eastern bays
with their inner edges a little under 1-8 m. (6 ft) from the outer wall-line,
that is, at the same distance as two of those in the western internal
partition, and also as those in the transverse walls at Pivington. Their
immediate appearance is of having carried free-standing posts in an
aisled hall of two bays, but there are possible traces of a rubble wall
between them, which would indicate that, perhaps as a secondary
feature, the eastern bay may have been partitioned off with free passage
through either aisle. On the other hand, the scanty rubble may represent
no more than a fire-back.
If the three bays were always separated, the house, like that at
Pivington, belonged to the type seen in the standing hall at Hamden in
Smarden,9 and in several archaic but later examples,10 which has
9

10

Arch. Cant., Ixxxii (1967), 246-54.
E.g. at Eastry, Kent, with detail of late-flfteenth century type.
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'notional' aisles but no free-standing aisle-posts. In either case, the inset
posts would have supported square-set arcade-plates carrying the whole
length of the building. These in turn carry the ties or heavy collars. There
were probably substantial central posts in all filled transverse frames,
though the padstones for the eastern ones are missing at Leigh. Two
service-doors, as usual at a later date, may have stood between the inset
posts and the central post of the 'low' partition-frame, beside the screenspassage; but this practice may not yet have become normal in a smaller
house, which does not show the differentiation of the two service-rooms
already present in the larger Joyden's Wood and Hamden. There is no
sign of any sort of kitchen-passage and the distribution of pottery
suggests that any food not prepared in the hall entered by the south
(front) door. If the eastern partition wasfilledbetween the posts, the bay
behind this partition was not yet a distinct parlour but rather a screenedoff inner area entered from one or both quasi-aisles: if from one only, the
remaining gap between the inset post would have led to a stairway to the
upper floor that probably existed at this end also. This arrangement is
found in some humbler halls of later date.11
The padstone in the south wall of the 'low' (western) compartment,
about 0*9 m. (3 ft.) west of the partition is difficult to explain; it may be
concerned with another outer door or an external staircase. All analogies
would indicate that the uprights on the padstones carried an upper floor
over the western compartment and at least some form of lofting over the
eastern bay, while the hall was, in normal fashion, open to the roof.
Everything is consistent with a medium-sized hall showing the
persistent south-eastern feature of a unitary roof on the long axis,
covering the whole structure, but with one or both ends hipped, as the
discovery of hip-tiles confirms. The span, as at Pivington and, a fortiori,
at Joyden's Wood, is greater than that of a normal late-medieval tiebeam with only terminal support, and consistent with the presence of
aisles, or 'notional' aisles and 'arcade-plates'. In the longitudinal
direction the arcade-plates, always fine, long beams, could easily have
'done it in one'.12
At Joyden's Wood a reinforcement of the ground-walls makes it
almost certain that the arcade-plate was carried across the middle of the
much longer hall by 'base-crucks' or elbow-pieces from the side-walls,
thus obviating awkward free-standing posts. A similar arrangement is
found in such standing halls as Hamden13 and ChennelPs Brook,14 near
Horsham, If the removal of central padstones from the hall-walls is a
11
E.g. at North Cray, Kent P. J. Tester 'A Medieval Hall-House at North Cray' Arch.
Cant.,
kxxvii (1972), 9-14 (plan on p. 10).
11
At Chennell's Brook, see below, it runs 40 ft. (12 m.) without a join.
"14 op. cit. in no. 9.
Sussex Arch. Coll., ci (1963), 40-7.
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correct surmise, it would seem that Leigh may also have had them,
though not strictly requiring them. The one remaining padstone in the
south wall of the hall may have held a jamb of the great window.
In the centre of Building 'A', about 8 cm. below the occupation-level,
there is evidence of an earlier floor distinguished by a thin burnt layer.
This might have been regarded as the normal accumulation of
occupation but for the fact that the burnt layer passed beneath the
northern, of the two padstones in the line between the eastern and central
bays, but not beneath the southern one nor that in the northern wall.
This suggests that there had been an earlier building, which may have
been destroyed by fire. There is no indication that it was any smaller
than the final build, but the relation of the floor to the padstones would
imply that the central and eastern bays formed one hall and that one of
the pair of posts had been eliminated and the arcade-plate supported by
a base-cruck from the north wall. The coiled strips of lead found at two
places in the central bay on the floor of the final building would suggest
that this had not been burnt down. As all the pottery found belongs to
one comparatively short period, it is likely that both builds come within
it.
Building 'B'
The remains were closer to the surface than those of Building 'A' and
more disturbed by cultivation. Fig. 4 shows the plan as re-excavated, but
with those stones shown stippled inserted from photographs of the
original excavation in the early 1960s (these having since disappeared).
The building was smaller than Building 'A', but the ground-walls were
of similar construction, having padstones with stone rubble between
them at a higher level. It likewise appears to have had three bays. The
width (east-west) is about 4-7 m. (just over 15 ft.) and the total length on
the longer axis was perhaps about 10-7 m. (35 ft.), comprising a
southern compartment of 3-8 m. (12-5 ft.), a central compartment of
3-2 m. (10-5 ft.) and, because the excavation was limited, the northern
compartment is of uncertain length.
The east wall runs parallel to the moat at about 5 m. (16-5 ft.) from its
margins. At the southern end of this wall and external to the building line
is a stone platform 2-1 m. (7 ft.) by 2-9 m. (9*5 ft.). Two sections of this
platform were examined (C-D and E-F, in Fig. 4) and they showed that it
consisted of three layers of roughly-cut but well-laid Tunbridge Wells
sandstone giving a depth of 60 cm. (2 ft.) of which about 20 cm. (i.e. one
course) was above the occupation-level of the building and the lower two
courses were presumably laid in a trench cut for the purpose. The top
surface of the platform was levelled with sandstone chips in clay between
the interstices of the stones. The position of the platform is suitable for
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an external staircase, but the ruggedness of construction (compared for
example with the size and thickness of the padstones used in both
buildings) suggests that it could have been designed to carry something
heavy, e.g. a stair-tower.
Building 'B' was evidently a house, rather than a farm building. The
range of pottery found here compares closely with that from Building
'A', although fewer in number. Here, too, were found the coin fragment,
the strap-end buckle, leather from a shoe and, within the building, a 4 kg.
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Fig. 4. Plan of the Excavations of Building 'B'.

lump of lead, which had apparently been melted accidentally and had
solidified on thefloor-surface.This could indicate that fire was the cause
of the building being abandoned: however, there was no evidence of
burning on the stonework.
THE FINDS

/. Mortar qfPaludina Limestone (Fig. 5) By Dr. G. C. Dunning, F.S.A.
The mortar was incorporated in the stone rubble between the two most
easterly padstones of the south wall of the hall-house, at the north end of
the site. Since only part of the mortar was found, and it shows evidence
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of usage in grinding and the outside of the bowl is weathered, it must
have been in use for some time before it was broken and discarded and
then re-used as rubble. The mortar lay beneath another stone, and thus it
formed an integral part of the ground-wall. These facts place the date of
the mortar some time previously to the building of the hall-house; it may
thus be dated with unusual closeness to c. 1260-90.
The fragment is about one-quarter of the rim and side of the bowl,
with one rectangular lug at rim level, below which is a flat rib decreasing
in width downwards. Although rather weathered, the side of the bowl
shows dressing of two kinds; round the rim is a zone 1 in.-deep of fine
tooling, and below this the surface is pecked. The inside of the mortar is
worn thin in the lower part, the result of considerable use in rotatory
grinding with a pestle. The dimensions of the mortar are: diameter of rim
44 cm. (17-5 in.); width of rim 4>6cm. (1-8 in.); and height about
21-5 cm. (8-5 in.), as restored in the drawing (Fig. 5).
The mortar has been examined by Dr. F. W. Anderson, formerly
Chief Palaeontologist to the Institute of Geological Sciences, who kindly
reports that the stone is a Paludina limestone, and it could be any one of
the so-called 'SmaH-Paludina limestones' from the Wadhurst Clay or
even, though less likely, from the lower part of the Weald Clay. The
mortar is therefore made of local rock. It is not Sussex marble, nor
Purbeck marble, and not the Broken Shell limestone from the Purbeck
Beds.
The mortar from Leigh manor-house is noteworthy in two respects; its
large size, and the source of the stone. The mortar is among the largest
of the medieval period to be made in Paludina limestone. Mortars made
of Purbeck marble seldom exceed 33 cm. (13 in.) in rim diameter, and in
fact only four other examples of similar or larger size are known. These
mortars are from Southampton,15 diameter 39-1 cm. (15-4 in.); Saffron
Walden,16 diameter 44 cm. (17-5 in.); the manor-house at Bodiam,17
diameter about 46 cm. (18 in.); and, largest of all, found in the region of
Hailsham,18 diameter 52 cm. (20-5 in.).
The largest mortars differ from those of the more usual size in two
respects; on none of the complete examples is a runnel present in the top
of the front lug, and all four lugs and ribs have the same shape. This
applies to the complete mortars from Saffron Walden and Hailsham, and
to the piece from Bodiam, which has two adjacent lugs of the same
shape. The mortar from Leigh has therefore been restored accordingly
with four identical lugs and ribs.
^Excavations at Southampton, forthcoming.
"Merf. Arch., v (1961), 281, Fig. 75, 2.
"In the Museum of the Battle and District Historical Society; cf, n. 7.
!' In the Museum of the Hailsham Historical Society. I am grateful to Mr. E. W.
Holden, for details and photographs of this mortar.
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The identification of the Leigh mortar as made of Paludina limestone
from a source in the locality is of great interest. It establishes a new
source for the production of medieval mortars from the deposits of
Wadhurst Clay in the Weald, either in south-west Kent or the adjoining
part of east Sussex, where the deposits are more extensive. The shelly
limestone was formerly quarried in considerable quantities as building
material.19 The industry in the Wealden area is thus a counterpart of that
in the Isle of Purbeck, where the making of stone mortars was carried on
alongside the quarrying of building material on a large scale. Mortars of
Purbeck marble are known from at least forty-eight sites in England; the
majority of the find-spots are located to the south-east of a line from the
Bristol Channel to the Wash.20 The mortars have also been found at
three sites in east Flanders and in south-west Holland, and at three sites
in Denmark, and are thus evidence for an export trade in these artifacts.
//. Pottery
The pottery from Building 'A' and Building 'B' shows the same range of
cooking-pots, dishes, and jugs and the same qualities of ware. The
material can therefore be treated as a whole.
About 75 per cent of the sherds were found near the south wall of
Building 'A*. Only in shallow rubbish pits to the south of the building line
were any large fragments found; otherwise, sherds of particular vessels
were generally greatly fragmented and often widely scattered. An
illustration of this comes from one particular jug (Fig. 9, no. 91) with
clearly distinguishable markings - the fragments of which were found
over an area of thirty square feet and on both sides of the south wall.
This, and the evidence of the tiles, quoin stones, etc., suggests that the
building was dismantled and in the process the pottery was trampled
underfoot and dispersed, the line of the wall no longer presenting an
obstacle to dispersal.
In total, 178 pottery vessels have been positively identified from the
site. These are classified by likely origin and type of vessel as follows.
(', Coarse unglazed Wares
In describing the pottery found at Leigh the classifications proposed for
Eynsford Castle21 have been used and the extent of shell-gritting is based
ls
W. Topley, Geology of the Weald (Memoir of the Geological Survey, 1875), 73 and
368; R. W. Gallois, The Wealden District (British Regional Geology, 1965), 25-6,28-9
andw 84.
For a general account of mortars in Purbeck marble and distribution map, see
Excavations at King's Lynn (King's Lynn Archaeological Survey, Vol. II).
11
S. E Rigold, 'Eynsford Castle and its Excavation', Arch. Cant., Ixxxvi (1971),
109-71; and Ixxxviii (1973). 106-16.
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TABLE 1
Vessels By Types Found at Moat Farm, Leigh
Probably
cooking-pots
Total Bowls/ Cooking-/
but could
vessels dishes storage pots Jugs
be bowls Miscellaneous*
Local coarse
unglazed wares
Surrey wares
London type green
glaze pottery
Other glazed wares
Total

154
5

48
1

63
—

24
4

14
—

5
—

15
4
178

—
3
52

—
—
63

15
1
44

—
—
14

—
—
5

* One curfew, two 'gotches', one skillet and one small jar (with lid?).

on the scale suggested in the report of excavations at Strood.22 In general
the characteristics of the pottery accord with that assigned to Phase D at
Eynsford, although in the opinion of S. E. Rigold some of the Leigh finds
may be slightly earlier (i.e. the notional Phase C ill-represented, except at
the bridge). This would suggest a date-range from, say, 1270 to 1320.
Eighty-six per cent of the vessels identified at Leigh were coarse
unglazed reduced wares with a buff to light grey core, and an external
surface varying (even sometimes on the same pot) from pink through
buff to various shades of grey. About 70 per cent of the vessels are
wholly or dominantly grey in external colour, but the buff and pink
vessels are simply the less reduced examples, otherwise similar in fabric
and form. A possible exception to this occurs with some, but not all, of
the jugs and a very limited number of bowls where a more uniform midgrey colour coincides with a hard surface (and a tendency to ring when
tapped) which contrasts with the softer, sometimes 'soapy' feel of most
of the other coarse wares. These hard grey jugs occur at Eynsford and
Joyden's Wood23 and also among as yet unpublished finds at
Fawkham24 (all in north-west Kent) and at Glottenham (near
Robertsbridge in east Sussex)25 and may be of different origin from the
rest. East Surrey and particularly Limpsfleld,26 has been suggested as a
possible source of the hard grey jugs, but in fact this may be but one centre
of a widespread grey-ware industry, probably extending into west Kent.
All four Kent sites lie within a 16-24 km. radius of Limpsfleld, but
Glottenham is 45 km. away (Fig. 1).
22
S. E. Rigold, 'Two
23
op. cit. in n. 4.
24

Camerae of the military Orders', Arch. Journ., cxxli (1965).

Excavations undertaken by R. Walsh at Fawkham Manor and at nearby Scotgrove.
"
Excavations of the moated site at Glottenham near Robertsbridge by D. Martin,
w
Kiln Site at Vicars Haw, Limpsfleld, excavated by B. Hope-Taylor. Plan published
by E.M. Jope in A History of Technology, U (1956), 285, Fig. 266.
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The complete range of pottery, glazed and unglazed, from Leigh
shows a very close resemblance to that from Phase D at Eynsford, in its
fabric, form, colour and variety and in the distinction between the hard
grey jugs and the 'softer' coarse ware; so much so that, on the basis of
appearance, both forms of coarse ware from either site could be from an
identical source, whereas at Fawkham, though only 5 km. from
Eynsford, the 'softer' coarse wares are generally distinctive - of poorer
quality and thicker-walled. In two respects, however, the pottery from
Leigh and Eynsford differs. One, the absence of light shell-gritting at
Leigh, is easily explained by the acid soil, which leaves only a pitted
surface. The other is the presence at Leigh of somefifteenvessels (Fig. 9,
nos. 79-86), including one jug, with straight, everted necks and plain
rims, generally matched at Eynsford only in vessels from twelfth-century
contexts and in fully shell-filled ware. The Leigh examples are in the
fabric which, though it appears occasionally earlier, only becomes
dominant at Eynsford in Phase D, and there seems no reason to separate
this large sample from the other vessels in this fabric.
The rim diameters of the unglazed coarse wares, by types, are as
follows:
TABLE 2
Unglazed Coarse ware, Rim Diameters by Types
Rim diameter (in inches)
Total
Bowls
48
Cooking pots 63
Everted neck
14
pots
Jugs
24

3

4-5

6-7
1
2

3

18

1
3

8-9 10-11 12-13 14-15 16-17 18-19 20°!
more
3
5
9
15
11
3
1
27
15
6
—
—
—
13
5

5

3

—

—

—

—

Bowls (Figs. 6 and 8)
The bowls range from 15 cm. (6 in.) to 61 cm. (24 in.) diameter, with the
great majority in the 35-48 cm. (14-19 in.) size. All but one are
partially shell-gritted wares, two-thirds being medium shell-gritted, the
remainder having only a light shell-grit content.
Nos. 42 and 43 have plain flat rims and are the exceptions; they may
in fact be individual eating vessels being relatively small bowls of 30 cm.
and 20 cm. respectively. All the remainder have flanged rims, mostly flat
topped and level but sometimes with a slight downturn outwards (nos. 3,
7 and 57) or a dip in the top surface (nos. 4, 60, 62). About a third of the
bowls have an inner beading to the rim and this is usually slight, the most
pronounced example being no. 4. The rim profiles fall into four broad
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categories. These are (i) the top and underside of the flange are parallel,
with a rounded outer edge (nos. 3,9, 10,47, 50, 65); (ii) the outer edge of
the rim is rounded and the flange is undercut (nos. 1, 4,13, 49, 62); (iii)
the outer edge is flatter and squarer, with an undercutflange(nos. 8,11);
(iv) rounded outer edge and downward sloping under-flange (nos. 12, 14,
54), which in its extreme form is triangular (no. 15).
Most rims are plain, without even stab marks. A few have combed
wavy lines (nos. 6, 10, 48, 49, 51), which are sometimes deeply incised
(no. 51) and sometimes a faint mark that barely penetrates the surface
(no. 6). Bowl 10 also has groups of slash marks on the rim, and the outer
rim has been pressed with the thumb. Three other bowls also have this
decoration (nos. 5, 11, 58).
About half the bowls have smoky and burnt areas on the outer walls
and rims, and this characteristic is irrespective of size. Three of the bowls
are encrusted with burnt food remains, but these proved to be too
carbonized to permit any analysis of the food.
Many of the bowl walls are marked by regular latitudinal striations or
brushings sometimes pronounced (as in nos. 4 and 54) but sometimes
only visible in certain light angles. These include two bowls with a harder
fabric than the others (nos. 4 and 52), with this 'ringing' quality already
mentioned. They may be simply over-fired examples. Other decoration is
absent from the bowls, except for one which has a horizontal rilled effect
in the wall of the bowl (no. 16).
In all cases where the bases were reconstructible the bowls have
sagging bases.
Cooking-pots (Fig. 7)
Cooking-pot rim diameters range from 15 cm. (6 in.) to 38 cm. (15 in.),
with nearly half of them around 25—28 cm. (10-11 in.) diameter. No
larger storage jars were found (unlike Eynsford). All but three were
partially shell-gritted, about evenly divided between medium and light
shell-grit filling.
Flanged-rims with flat level tops are more numerous than downturned rims, either flat (nos. 39, 40) or curved (no. 35). The rim-profiles
group in much the same way as for the bowls. They are generally
without pricking (exceptions nos. 21, 29,40) or other ornament. No. 22,
with an almost complete rim, has one isolated set of five stab marks,
which may perhaps have had a utilitarian rather than ornamental
purpose.
No. 33 has a different fabric from the other cooking-pots. It is a
harder, more sharply finished tempered fabric, externally buff-grey with
a darker fine sand surface and a grey core. It alone has a pronounced
inner bead.
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Most of the pots are marked by regular latitudinal striations usually
starting from the shoulder. As with the bowls, these striations are
sometimes pronounced (e.g. no. 17) but often they can only be seen from
certain angles. Some at least of the pots have applied thumb-strip (nos.
22, 23, 35, 38). In these examples, it has been applied with a downward
deflection to the right
The two cooking-pots which have been fully reconstructed and some
ten others have sagging bases, but none have thumb pressing at the baseangle. No. 56 is a relatively shallow cooking-pot, or a bowl with a
shoulder. In rim-profile and fabric it is unexceptional and like the other
cooking-pots. The lining is buff, the inner core grey, the exterior smoke
stained. The base is virtually flat.
Seven everted-neck pots are illustrated (nos. 79-85). They all have
simple flat-topped rims without flanges, although no. 85 has an incipient
flange. They are all fractured at the point where the wall curves
outwards, presumably to complete a globular pot. They have the fabric
colour and appearance of the majority of the other coarse ware pottery
from Leigh and similar striated markings on the outer wall and are
presumably from the same period, although the everted-neck is often
taken as a sign of earlier date. Examples from Rochester,28 but with
more rounded edge rims, and those already discussed from Eynsford are
attributed to the twelfth century. From further afield, at Laverstock29
near Salisbury, the flat-topped everted-neck cooking pot is dated as
thirteenth century. With fourteen examples from Leigh (seven not
illustrated) and no evidence of occupation of the site a century earlier, it
is unlikely that they are residual.
Jugs (Fig. 9)
Reconstructed jugs in the usual grey coarse ware are all of bulbous form
(nos. 67, 73, 91), although some of the rims of unreconstructed jugs (e.g.
nos. 75, 76) may in fact have come from balusters. Rims may be (a)
plain, level-topped (no. 76) or level but concave (no. 78) (b) triangular,
with flat level tops (nos. 68, 92), or with outward down-sloping tops (nos.
72, 93), or (c) carinated and combed (nos. 69, 94), or (d) flanged with an
inner beading (no. 74). No. 74 in fact is the only example of this rim-type
and is from a white ware jug (white Surrey ware or French?); it shows no
evidence of glazing and is much smoother and whiter than the glazed
Surrey ware jug found on the site.
"28 Op. cit., in n. 21; Arch. Cant., lxxxviii (1973), 108-9, Fig. II, 4 and 12, 1.
A. C. Harrison, 'The Roman and medieval Defences of Rochester', Arch. Cant.,
Ixxxiii (1968), 95, Fig. 16, 62-71.
w
J. Musty and others, *The medieval Pottery Kilns at Laverstock', Archaeologia, cii
(1969), 100, Fig. 7.
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Handles have fine stabbing, often leaving the displaced material proud
on the under-side, and sometimes a single central slash (no. 71) or
crossed slashing (no. 92). They are of oval or broad-strap section.
Three jugs (nos. 68, 72 and 93) have sharp corrugations at the neck.
Nos. 68 and 78 have a harder smoother fabric than most of the other
jugs; it is buff-grey in external colour with a pink oxidized outer core and
a grey reduced inner core. It may come from a different source. No. 75
also has this type of fabric, but the core is almost entirely pink oxidized.
No. 73, reconstructible except for the neck and rim, has a combed
wavy-line pattern separated by straight horizontal lines, all of which fade
out short of the lower handle junction. This has close similarities at
Eynsford,30 Glottenham51 and Fawkham.12 The sagging base has thumb
depressions at its junction with the wall. No. 91 is an exceptional jug
with its deeply stabbed splayed base, almost flat-bottomed, and a very
regular slashed chevron decoration. Although unusual for the
south, there is little doubt that it is of the same local fabric as most of the
other coarse ware. Like many of the jugs, and other pots, from the site, it
is remarkably thin-walled for the size of the vessel.
Two spigot-holes from 'gotches' or 'cisterns' were found (one
illustrated, no. 90), but the remainder of each vessel was not identified.
Other Coarse-ware Vessels
The reconstructed curfew (no. 55) is complete, except that the depth of
the vessel is uncertain. As the form and dimensions are similar to a
complete example found at Laverstock,33 the depth has been
reconstructed from this, giving a top diameter of 41 cm. (16-2 in.) and a
depth excluding the handle of 18 cm. (7 in,). It is the local fabric, with a
buff core and external surface of the same colour but smoke-stained. The
wide oval-section handle across the top is deeply stabbed. The slightly
domed top of the curfew has a complicated interlocking herring-bone
slash pattern, which also covers the lower ends of the handle. The outer
edge of the top is levelled with a thumb-strip pattern. The holes for the
smoke are at the top of the wall of the curfew (unlike the Laverstock
example where they are in the top of the curfew) and they have a
burnished appearance, perhaps made by the spout of a bellows. The
walls have an applied thumb-strip pattern.
No. 44, is the solid handle and part of the wall of a skillet, also buff in
colour and of the local ware. The inside of the bowl has a lightly slashed
pattern and the handle is stabbed. All surfaces are smoke-stained.
™op. cit. in n.
op. cit. in a
op. cit. in n.
"op. cit. in n.

31
31

21, Arch. Cant., Ixxxvi (1971), 167, Fig. 22, 37.
25.
24.
29, 135, Fig. 23, 195.
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No. 70 is a small round vessel about 8 cm. (3-2 in.) in diameter with
thick lower walls thinning to produce a ledge on the inside, the thinner
walls continuing above the reconstructed portion. It is local pottery. It
may be a jar with a ledge to take a lid, or it may itself be a small lid.
ii. Glazed Ware (Fig. 10)
Thirteen per cent of the pottery vessels found at Leigh were glazed
wares. The range of these, if not the quantity, was remarkably similar to
those associated with Phase D at Eynsford34 as far as London and
Surrey wares are concerned, despite the likely disparity in the grandeur
and importance of the two establishments - Eynsford, a castle of note
with a long, if interrupted, history and on the 'beaten track', particularly
with access to London, compared with a modest moated enclosure at
Leigh in what must have been a relatively isolated community. Clearly,
the distribution system for glazed wares must have been widespread.
What is missing from Leigh but present at Eynsford are the imported
glazed wares.
Glazed wares are classified under their probable sources, using
Rigold's definitions;3,1 the most numerous are London area jugs.
(a) London Area
An almost complete baluster (no. 108) with a reduced core and a pink
very smooth outer surface; only faint traces of white slip and green glaze
remain. A cordon beneath the rim is the only 'structural' decoration; the
handle has a round section, and the base is flat.
No. 103 is a globular jug. The core is grey, with just a surface
oxidization to give it a bright pink colour. White slip has been applied
inside the jug to the bottom of the neck, but only traces now remain on
the exterior of the vessel, together with traces of mottled green glaze.
Nos. 96 and 97 are rims of similar jugs, with an upturned squared rim
sloping downwards to an inner beading. Core and surface are light red.
White slip has been applied to both inner and outer surfaces, but mottled
green glaze only to the outer surface.
Nos. 101 and 102 represent a pair of almost identical jugs and,
although much more of no. 101 is reconstructible, they must surely have
been obtained in the same batch. External surfaces and outer core are
brownish red and the inner core is reduced. There is a pronounced bulge
in the upper neck of the jug below which white slip has not been applied
on the inside. Beneath the bulge there is a raised cordon. The glaze is
mottled dark green, with traces of brown. The handles are of roughly
34

op. cit. in n. 21.
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oval section, deeply stabbed, with white slip on both outer and inner
surfaces but with green glaze on only the outer surface.
Rod handle no. 99 is pink without a reduced core. The glaze is brown
over a white slip. A second rod handle (no. 98) is brownish with a grey
core. Only faint traces of slip and glaze are now visible.
Four examples of the decoration of the London ware are (a) a redbrown jug with applied scales with white slip and green glaze on top
(no. 107); (b) the body of a globular jug with grey core and pink oxidized
surfaces to which long scales have been applied on top of the white slip.
Unlike no. 107, the scales lie above the surface only at the upper end and
are smeared on to the slip beneath; only faint traces of green giaze
remain (no. 109); (c) applied snaking vertical cordons with horizontal
grooves (no. 106). In this example the surface is brown-red with a grey
core and a relatively even glaze ranging from yellow through green to
brown over a white slip; and (d) applied cordon with parallel grooves of
a vertical curved pattern - pink fabric with mottled dark green glaze on
white slip (no. 105).

(b) Mid-Surrey
There is only one clear example of a rod-handled jug in whitish, coarsesandy, mid-Surrey ware, with a light-green mottled glaze on a yellowishwhite slip (no. 104).

(c) West Surrey (Farnham area?)
Jug no. 95 is a coarse pink-buff sandy ware. There is limited white slip
application in a horizontal band but no trace of glaze.
Bowl no. 100 is a very similar ware. It has a thinly applied olivebrown glaze in the interior of the bowl only, across the base and lower
walls.

(d) Other Glazed Wares
There are three bowls of bright light-red sandy fabric (possible Tyler
Hill) and with a distinctive rim profile. Two (nos. 110 and 111) have a
reduced grey core but the third (no. 112) is red throughout. The rim-top
has a distinct dip and both the inner and outer edge are sharply defined.
All three have interior glazing on a white slip mainly at the bottom of the
bowl, but also patchily up the sides. The colour of the glaze where it is
better preserved is a dark grey-green.
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III. Building Materials and Stone (Fig. 11)
Although vast quantities of roofing-tiles were found on the site, hardly
any complete examples were recovered even in broken form. This
suggests that complete tiles were removed for re-use.
Virtually all the tiles were light-red, usually without a reduced core,
although a few fragments from Building 'B' were almost totally grey
(core and surface) and these have a light grey glaze on their upper
surface.
1. Usual Kentish peg tile with two holes. Size varies from 25-4 cm,
(10 in.) by 15-2 cm. (6 in.) to 26-6 cm. (10-5 in.) by 16-4 cm.
(6*5 in.). Most have ridges on the under-surface made by a flattening
tool. Peg-holes are variable and often asymmetrical.
2. Smaller tile, 16 cm. (6-3 in.) by 17 cm. (6-7 in.), otherwise similar to
the standard roof-tiles, and probably for insertion under the ridge-tile
or at the eaves course. Several ridge-tile fragments were also found
(not illustrated).
3. Hip-tile. Fragments of two were found at the western end of the hall
building just outside the line of the building, providing a significant
clue to the direction and shape of the roof.
4. An irregular-shaped tile, rather more angled on the right-hand side
than the left, probably for completing the course on the right-hand
side of a hipped roof. It is, however, shorter in length than the
standard roof-tile (18-5 cm. compared 25 cm.) and may therefore
have been used at the eaves course. The inward sloping distortion is
probably accidental - many of the standard roof-tiles show similar
distortions.
5. Only one piece of dressed stone was found on the site. It is afinepalebrown sandstone. Its shape closely resembles the lower part of a
fragment of a chimney cap found at Eynsford Castle.33 Lower curved
surfaces are smoke-stained.

IV. Metal Objects (Fig. 12)
Iron objects are numerous but oxidized beyond recognition. Many nails
were lound but head-shapes are no longer recognizable.
Lead finds include a 4-kg. melted lump in Building 'B'. Two coils of
2 mm. thick and 16 mm. wide lead strip, one containing 13 cm. and the
other 8 cm. lengths were found in two places in the hall compartment of
the northern building.
" op. cit. in n. 21, Arch. Cant., lxxxvi (1911), 143, Fig. 8, 1.
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Copper Alloys
1. Lengths of perforated strip and of sheet were found in both buildings.
One section of strip has small but precise zig-zag decoration
somewhat haphazardly applied (Fig. 12).
2. In Building 'B', a bronze strap-end buckle of pronged type (cf.
London Museum Medieval Catalogue (1940), PL LXXV, no. 2): the
plates for enclosing the prongs with the end of the leather strap are
missing, as is the pin from the buckle (Fig. 12).
V. Coin
Two fragments of an Edwardian silver penny with the adjacent letters N
and C visible (LONDOJV CTVITAS) were found in Building 'B'. It is
probably of Fox Class IX (1299-1302). The condition, as far as can be
judged from the tiny pieces, suggests a decade or two of use. (Studied by
Marion Archibald, of the British Museum.)
VI. Glass
About forty fragments of plain window-glass from both buildings. Some
of the latter fragments were fused with lead, but this is probably
accidental.
VII. Shell and Bones
Some oyster-shells and meat bones, which have not been examined, were
found in the shallow pits south of Building 'A'.
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